Digital end user experiences
The right digital portal makes life easier for
customers and service providers
To transform service management from reactive to proactive, first provide consumergrade digital service experiences that make your unified service portal the first
choice for customers. Customers get the instant digital access to services and
support they’ve come to expect in their consumer lives. Service providers spend
less time answering calls and more time working on planned projects.
Workers are
interrupted every

5-15

minutes

Getting back on
task can take
Low productivity,
High overtime,
Lost weekends,
Big backlogs,
High stress

10-20
minutes

Sound familiar? Constant interruption is the biggest productivity killer, but solving
the productivity problem is easy: stop the interruptions. A compelling digital portal
that diverts calls to digital will cut calls by 80% or more.

We’re saving thousands of hours each year, by automating
low-value interactions that IT no longer needs to touch.”

Benefits to you?

Ceo/cio benefits

Department director benefits

Improve the employee experience and
boost productivity

Automate interaction with service
customers

Enhance staff engagement and retention

Redirect resources from daily operations
onto projects

Switch service teams’ focus to projects and
innovations

Achieve your transformation goals faster

Service manager benefits

Service desk manager benefits

Service experience

Call volumes

Call volumes

Customer satisfaction

Service team productivity

Stress levels

Operational costs

Project support capacity

Little or no training is needed. Customers are up and running
in minutes.”

Digitally transform the
service experience
Unified service portal
Make getting help, support and information simple with a single, unified digital
portal that provides an intuitive, Amazon-like experience.

Choice of channels to suit customer need
Omnichannel service management presents a choice of digital, phone, email, walk-up,
human agent and MS Teams Virtual Agent options to suit their current context.

Automation drives instant delivery
Automate work to enable delivery of services at true digital speed—shrinking
timescales from hours to seconds—transforming the customer experience, and
elevating customer satisfaction.

I’ve used a fair few different help desk platforms and this is
one of the best-looking ones. It’s appreciated that Hornbill
took time to make their interface look great.”

Why Hornbill?

Users love it

Hornbill has the
highest user adoption
rates of any vendor,
drawing more calls
away from the service
desk.

Simple setup

Segmentation

Creating services,
integration
connections, and
automations takes
minutes, not hours or
days.

Manage different
customer groups
and the services
and support options
available to them.

Experience
optimization

Rich digital interaction
data and satisfaction
gathering pinpoint
weaknesses to be
addressed.

Hornbill Service Manager is great!”

How to create a compelling
digital experience
Digital transformation of the service experience isn’t a ‘one and done’ situation.
You’ll need a flexible service management platform that lets you measure and
improve the experience to keep on boosting customer satisfaction.
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Listen to your customers

Listen to your customers. Let
customer needs drive your
portal design. Not all customers
are the same. Catering for
different needs and interaction
preferences is the key to giving
customers what they want.
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Communicate
Market your new experience
to customers to drive a shift
to the digital channel. If your
portal has been designed
with them in mind, it should
quickly become the channel
of choice for mainstream
interaction.

Work on improving the service experience

Customers expect a fine-tuned experience that is quick
and painless. Work to pinpoint and eliminate friction
points to smooth the experience, drive adoption, and
maximize value to you and your customers.

Hornbill makes life a lot easier!”

“Best service management platform I’ve ever used.”

